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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Flavour Physics and the Standard Model

Starting from the Standard Model parameters:
◉ 3 gauge couplings + QCD vacuum angle
◉ 2 Higgs parameters
◉ 6 quark masses
◉ 3 quark mixing angles + 1 phase
◉ 3 (+3) lepton masses
◉ (3 lepton mixing angles + 1 phase)

( ) = with Dirac neutrino masses

CKM matrix

PMNS matrix

flavour parameters
Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata

Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Heavy Flavour Physics

I will focus on:

◎ CP violation in the Standard Model
◎ CKM matrix and possible space for NP
◎ Rare decays as precision tests for the Standard Model
◎ More tests for Lepton Flavour Universality

Hence specifically
◎ flavour-changing interactions of beauty quarks

◉ charm is also very interesting and I will include it

But quarks feel the strong interaction and hence hadronise:

◎ various different charmed and beauty hadrons
◉ many, many possible decays to different final states
◉ hadronisation greatly increases the observability of CP violation
◉ leptonic decays can be calculated precisely to test the SM
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

A lesson from history:
◎ New physics showed up at precision frontier
   before energy frontier
◉ GIM mechanism before discovery of charm
◉ CP violation / CKM before discovery of bottom & top
◉ Neutral currents before discovery of Z

◎ Particularly sensitive – loop processes
◉ Standard Model contributions suppressed / absent
◉ flavour changing neutral currents (rare decays)
◉ CP violation
◉ lepton flavour / number violation / lepton universality

FCNC suppressed
DS=2 suppressed

   wrt DS=1

Flavour for new physics discoveries

NP scale analysis
from DS=2 processes
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

CP violation
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Neutral Meson Systems

The amazing case of neutral non-flavourless meson systems
→ considering neutral mesons uu' where u has a different flavour with 

respect to u' → so not applicable to cc for example
These systems are:
→ K0-K0 (ds), D0-D0 (cu), B0-B0 (db), Bs

0-Bs
0 (sb)

they are subject to the mixing phenomenon via box diagrams:

s, u, b, b d, c, d, s

s, u, b, bd, c, d, s

down-type
up-type

down-type
up-type

K0, D0, B0, Bs
0 K0, D0 , B0, Bs

0
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Neutral Meson Systems

These systems are:
→ K0-K0 (ds), D0-D0 (cu), B0-B0 (db), Bs

0-Bs
0 (sb)

The neutral meson mixing corresponds to another case of 
misallignment between two sets of eigenstates:

Flavour eigenstates → defined flavour content:
M0 and M0

Mass eigenstates → defined masses m1,2 and decay width 1,2:
pM0 ± qM0

In the famous case of kaons: KS,L ~ (1+ε)K0 ± (1-ε)K0

In the formalism for the B mesons: BL,H ~ pB0 ± qB0

p & q complex coefficients
that satisfy |p|2 + |q|2 = 1
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Three Types of CP Violation

◎  Define the quantity l:

1. Indirect CP violation, or CPV in the mixing:
  | q/p |  1 

2. Direct CP violation, or CPV in the decays:
  |A/A |  1 

3. CP violation in interference between mixing and 
    decay:    Iml  0

 neutral M 

 both neutral
 and charged M 

Need more than one amplitude to have a non-zero CP violation: 
interference

Cartoon shows the decay of a B0 
or B0 into a common final state f.

CP

m
ix
in
g

decay
 f 
 t Af

Af

B0

B0

 Dt 

 t=0 
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Time evolution and CP violation 

◎ If we consider that both B0 and B0 can decay to the same final state
and considering here a final state that is a CP eigenstate, then the time 
evolution of the physical system becomes:

◉ direct CP violation                     C  0

◉ CP violation in interference       S  0
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

• In the SM, indirect CP violation in charm is expected to be
  very small and universal between CP eigenstates:
   Þ predictions of about O(10−3) for CPV parameters
• Direct CP violation can be larger in SM:
  it depends on final state (on the specific amplitudes contributing)
   Þ negligible in Cabibbo-favoured modes
       (SM tree dominates everything)
   Þ in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed modes:
        up to O(10−4 - 10−3) plausible
• Both can be enhanced by NP, in principle up to O(%)

CP violation in the D system
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Direct CP violation in the D system

• Remember: need (at least) two contributing amplitudes
with different strong and weak phases to get CPV.
• D0 ® K+K- and D0 ® p+

p
- decays:

• Singly-Cabibbo-suppressed modes
    with gluonic penguin diagrams
• Several classes of NP can contribute

    ... but also non-negligible SM contribution

l
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Direct CP violation in the D system
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Direct CP violation in the D system
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Direct CP violation in the D system

LHCb: Phys. Rev. Lett. 122 (2019) 211803
First measurement of CP violation in the D system:

5.3σ

Interpretation:
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Direct CP violation in the D system
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

CP violation parameters from
time-dependent angular analysis

on Bs → J/yf

LHCb: with 1.9/fb of 13 TeV data (Run 2, 2015-2016),
     LHCb, Eur. Phys. J. C79 (2019) 706, arXiv:1906.08356.

ATLAS: with 80.5/fb of 13 TeV data (Run 2, 2015-2017)
     + combination with 19.2/fb of 7-8 TeV data (Run 1)
     ATLAS-CONF-2019-009

CMS: with 19.7/fb of 8 TeV data (Run 1),
    Phys. Lett. B 757 (2016) 97, arXiv:1507.07527
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

 Parameters of the Bs system:
 Mixing → Decay width difference ΔΓs = ΓL – ΓS

 ΔΓs = 0.087 ± 0.021 ps-1 in the SM [arXiv:1102.4274] 

Time-dependent angular analysis of Bs → J/yf

 CPV phase φs → weak phase between mixing and b → ccs decay 
 φs = −2βs with βs = arg[−(VtsVtb*)/(VcsVcb*)]
 SM: −2βs = −0.0363 ± 0.0016 [arXiv:1106.4041], 0.0370 ± 0.0010 [UTfit18]

 Golden mode: penguin diagrams can contribute to the decay either
 with the same weak phase (λ2) or they are CKM suppressed (λ4)
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

 Golden channel for measuring the Bs parameters
 Pseudoscalar B0s to the vector–vector J/ψ(μ+μ−)φ(K+ K−) final state
 → admixture of CP-odd and CP-even states (L = 0, 1 or 2).
 L = 0 or 2 → CP-even states, while L = 1 → CP-odd state.
 Same final state can also be K+K− pairs in S-wave → CP-odd.
 CP states are separated statistically using an angular analysis
 Differential decay rate:

with O(k)(t) time-dependent functions corresponding to the contributions of
amplitudes (A0, A||, A⊥, and AS)
(and interferences) and
g(k)(θT, ψT, φT) are angular functions.
 Flavour tagging is used 
 to distinguish between
 the initial B0

s and B0̄
s states.

Time-dependent angular analysis of Bs → J/yf
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Flavour tagging
CP measurement from time-dependent analysis of B0 decays needs 
the determination of the B flavour (b or b) at production.

Tagging power
1.65 ± 0.01% <= εD2 => 4.73 ± 0.34%
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Analysis strategy and experimental inputs:
 Measurement of the proper decay time t = Lxy mB/pT

B

 Flavour tagging to identify the flavour of the b quark
 Unbinned maximum-likelihood fit:

Bs properties: reconstructed mass mB, proper decay time t,

proper decay time uncertainty σt, tagging probability P(B|Qx)

Transversity angles: Ω(θT, ψT, fT) of each B0
s → J/ψf decay candidate

Physical parameters: Γ∆Γ s, φs, Γs, (∆Γms), (|l|), |A0(0)|2,

|A||(0)|2, δ||, δ⊥, |As(0)|2 and δs

Time-dependent angular analysis of Bs → J/yf

mB

Proper decay time t
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

LHCbATLAS

Run 2, 2015-2016Run 2, 2015-2017
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

LHCbATLAS
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Time-dependent angular analysis of Bs → J/yf

 Preliminary HFLAV average:

 fs  = -0.055 ± 0.021 rad
  ΔΓs =  0.0764 ± 0.0034 ps-1
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

CP violation in the B system: 
state of the art from the global fit
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

CP violation in the Standard Model: quark mixing

 Matrix V is unitary
 by construction

The charged current interaction gets a flavour structure encoded 
in the Cabibbo Kobayashi Maskawa (CKM) matrix V

 Vij connects left-handed up-type quark of the ith generation to 
 left-handed down-type quark of jth generation. Intuitive labelling   
 by flavour:

 Vij connects left-handed up-type quark of the ith generation to 
 left-handed down-type quark of jth generation. Intuitive labelling   
 by flavour:

The only way to change flavour in the SM is via a W exchange.
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

From the Wolfenstein parameter λ = sinθ12 ~ 0.22, we can get an idea 
on the sizes of the various CKM matrix elements:

VCKM = 

At λ2 order, the third generation decouples
η ≠ 0 signals CP violation

→ imaginary part of the Vub and Vtd elements (1st ⇄ 3rd family)

+ 𝓞(λ4)

CKM matrix: Wolfenstein parameterisation
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

CP violation in the B system

Time-dependent analysis
CP violation in interference 

SfCP
 = – η

CP
sin2β

Direct CP violation 
Interference of two tree diagrams

Time-dependent analysis
CP violation in interference
Less clean channel due to big penguin contributions 

SfCP
 ∝ sin2α
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

CP violation in the B system
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

 Angle fit from the global unitarity triangle fit

6%

2.6%

6%
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

|Vcb/Vub| εK

Dms/DmdDmd






B ® tn

Global fit: the observables

Tree-level diagrams: |Vub|, |Vcb|, 𝛾
Loop diagrams: ∆md, ∆ms, 𝛆K
CP-conserving: |Vxb|, ∆md, ∆ms

CP-violating: sin(2𝜷), 𝜶, 𝛾,  𝛆K
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

 Unitarity Triangle analysis in the SM:

 r = 0.148 ± 0.013
 h = 0.348 ± 0.010 

~9%

~3%
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

fit simultaneously for the CKM and
the NP parameters (generalized UT fit)

 add most general loop NP to all sectors
 use all available experimental info  
 find out NP contributions to ΔF=2 transitionsF=2 transitions

Bd and Bs mixing amplitudes
(2+2 real parameters):

Aq=CBq
e

2iBq Aq
SMe2iq

SM

=1 Aq
NP

Aq
SM e

2iq
NP
−q

SM
Aq

SMe2iq
SM

mq /K=CBq /mK
mq /K 

SM
K=C K

SM

ACP
Bd J /K S=sin2 Bd

 ACP
Bs J /

~sin2 − sBs


ASL
q
=Im 12

q
/Aq 

q
/mq=Re 12

q
/Aq 

 UT analysis including new physics 
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

 NP analysis results 

 r = 0.144 ± 0.028
 h = 0.378 ± 0.027 

SM is

levels @
95% Prob

only shown
the constraints
unaffected by NP

 r = 0.148 ± 0.013
 h = 0.348 ± 0.010 
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

dark: 68%
light:light: 95%
SM: red cross

Aq=(1+
Aq

NP

Aq
SM e

2i(fq
NP
−fq

SM
)) Aq

SMe2ifq
SM

Bd Bs

 NP parameter results 

The ratio of NP/SM amplitudes is:
 < 18% @68% prob. (30% @95%) in Bd mixing
 < 20% @68% prob. (30% @95%) in Bs mixing
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

rare B decays B(s) → m+m- 

LHCb:
Phys. Rev. Lett. 118 (2017), 191801, 
arXiv:1703.05747
ATLAS:
JHEP 04 (2019) 098, arXiv:1812.03017 
CMS
Submitted to J. High Energy Phys., 
arXiv:1910.12127
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

 Decays of B0 and B0
S into two leptons have to proceed

 through Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC)
  → forbidden at tree level in the SM
 In addition, they are CKM and helicity suppressed.
 Within the SM, they can be calculated with small
 theoretical uncertainties of order 6-8%

 Perfect ground for indirect new physics searches:
 virtual new particles can contribute to the loop
 both enhancement and suppression effects are possible

Bobeth et al.,
PRL 112 (2104) 
101801
[includes NLO EM 
and NNLO QCD 
corrections]

Motivations and Predictions
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

 Trigger with very low-threshold muons: few GeV
 Branching ratio extracted via a known reference channel (JpsiK or Kpi)

 ATLAS arXiv:1812.03017 

 Correction for the different hadronisation probabilities for B0
S and B0 vs B±

 Include the B± and J/y branching fractions
 Data-driven correction for the efficiencies of the two channels
 Main backgrounds:

 Charmless two-body B decays (indistinguishable, need particle identification or 
low muon misidentification)

 Partially reconstructed B decays (accumulating on the low mass sideband)
 Combinatorial background (linear/exponential distribution, boosted decision 

tree trained on the mass sidebands and signal simulation)
 Maximum likelihood fit on the dimuon mass to extract the signal and separate
 the background above

Experimental Strategy
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Experimental results

With 2011–2016 LHCb data (4.4 fb−1):

Effective lifetime:

Bs decay observed at 7.8σ

Bd decay at 1.6σ
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Experimental results
With 2011–2016 CMS data (61 fb−1):

Effective lifetime:

Bs decay observed at 5.6σ
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Experimental results

Run 1 + Run 2 (2015+2016) combination: compatible with SM at 2.4σ

Ongoing work towards the LHC combination: stay tuned!
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Experimental results

Run 1 + Run 2 (2015+2016) combination: compatible with SM at 2.4σ

Ongoing work towards the LHC combination: stay tuned!
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Rare decays: B(s) to two muons

Prospects:
 Additional information from measurements of the effective lifetime
 and time-dependent CP asymmetry

 Sensitive to NP from scalar and pseudo-scalar sectors
 Complementary to the branching ratio

 Inclusion of Bs➛μμγ studies
 Sensitive to extra effective operators (O7, O9, O10)
 No helicity suppressed (one order of magnitude gained) 

 Bd decay still to be observed
 Electrons and taus final states also still to be observed

 Other b to s FCNC are very interesting:
 part of the current “B anomalies”

 B to K*μμ angular analysis

 Ratio measurement R(K(*)) = BR(B → K(*)μμ)/BR(B → K(*)ee)
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Lepton Flavour Universality

More from b to sℓ-ℓ+ 
FCNC transitions
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

RK and RK* measurements

 The electroweak couplings of all three charged leptons are identical
 in the SM and the decay properties (and the hadronic effects)
 are expected to be the same up to corrections related
 to the lepton mass, regardless of the lepton flavour
 → this is lepton universality.
 The ratio can be calculated and predicted in defined ranges of the
 dilepton mass squared q2 → ratio expected to be 1 in the SM
 Clean observable as all the hadronic uncertainties cancel
 Experimentally measured via double ratios to more abundant
 resonant channels, e.g.:
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

LHCb:
Phys. Rev. Lett. 122 (2019) 191801,
arXiv:1903.09252

RK measurements

In the range:
1.1 < q2 < 6 GeV2/c4

From the fits:
1943 ± 49 B+ → K+μ+μ− 
766 ± 48 B+ → K+e+e−

(2.5σ from the SM)
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Belle:
arXiv:1908.01848

RK measurements

Using 772 × 106 BB pairs 
reconstructing:
B+ → K+ℓ+ℓ− and
B0 → KS

0ℓ+ℓ− decays

137 ± 14 B+ → K+μ+μ−

138 ± 15 B+ → K+e+e− 

27 ± 6 B0 → KS
0μ+μ−

22 ± 7 B0 → KS
0e+e−
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

RK* measurements
Belle:
ArXiv: 1904.02440

Using 711fb−1 data
140 ± 16 B → K* μ+μ−

103 ± 13 B → K* e+e−

(adding B0 and B+)

Cross-check:
rJ/ψ = 1.015

 ± 0.025
 ± 0.038
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

RK and RK* measurements

 Anomalies in b to s transitions?
 1-loop processes in the SM

 The scale of NP can be “high” → Λ ~ 30-50 TeV

LHCb: 2.4-2.5σ at central q2LHCb: 2.5σ at central q2
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Branching ratios in b to sℓ-ℓ+ Felix Kress
@Beauty19
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Angular analysis on B → K*μ+μ−

LHCb:
 Run 1 data: HEP 02 (2016) 104, arXiv:1512.04442
ATLAS:
 Run 1 data: JHEP 10 (2018) 047, arXiv:1805.04000
CMS:
 2011 data: Phys. Lett. B 727 (2013) 77               
 2012 data: Phys. Lett. B 753 (2016) 424                
                      PLB 781 (2018) 517, arXiv:1710.02846
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Angular analysis on B → K*μ+μ−

 
 another way to look at b to s FCNC
 angular distribution of the 4 particles in the final state sensitive to
 new physics for the interference of NP and SM diagrams

 allows measuring a large set of angular parameters
    sensitive to Wilson coefficients C(‘)

7
, C(‘)

9
, C(‘)

10
, C(‘)

S,P

 decay described by three angles (θL, θK, f) and the di-muon mass 
 squared q2 → the angular distribution is analysed in finite bins
 of q2 as a function of θL, θK, and f.
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Angular analysis on B → K*μ+μ−

 B0 flavour eigenstate can be identified through the K∗ → K− π+ decay
 angular distribution given by:

 the S parameters are translated into the P(‘) parameters via

 the P(‘) parameters are expected to have a reduced dependence
 on the hadronic form factors.
 ATLAS and CMS need to fold the angular distribution
 via trigonometric relations to reduce the number of free parameters
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

CFFMPSV: Ciuchini et al.; JHEP 06 (2016) 116.
DHMV: Decotes-Genon et al.; JHEP 12 (2014) 125.
JC: Jäger-Camalich; Phys. Rev. D93 (2016) 014028.

 LHCb gets a deviation of about 2.8/3.0s in P (q2 dependent)  
 ATLAS gets deviations of about 2.5s (2.7s)
 from DHMV in P'4(P'5) in [4,6] GeV2

P'5

Angular analysis results on B → K*μ+μ−

P'4
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Lepton Flavour Universality

From b to cℓ-ℓ+
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Lepton Universality tests in b to c
Ratio measurement R(D(*)) = BR(B → D(*)τν)/BR(B → D(*)ℓν)

 Tree level processes
 Charge current → lepton flavour universality (LFU) is an accidental
 symmetry broken only by the Yukawa interactions
 → differences between the expected branching fraction of
 semileptonic decays into the three lepton families originate
 from the different masses of the charged leptons
 Ratio expected to be 0.25-0.30 in the SM
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

R(D(*)) = BR(B → D(*)τν)/BR(B → D(*)ℓν)

~3σ effect

 The scale of NP must be “low” → Λ ~ TeV

Lepton Universality tests in b to c
ℓ is a muon for LHCb and
an average of electrons and muons
 in BaBar and Belle

BABAR [PRL 109 101802 (2012)] [PRD 88 072012 (2013)] Belle [PRD 92 072014 (2015)] [PRL 118 211801 (2017)] 
[PRD 97 012004 (2018)] [arXiv:1904.08794] LHCb [PRL 115 (2015) 111803] [PRL 120 (2018) 171802]. Theory [FLAG 
EPJC77 (2017) 112], [Faijfer et al., PRD 85 094025 (2012)]
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Prospects for flavour 
physics at LHC

HL-LHC: arXiv:1812.07638
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Future Prospects for ATLAS and CMS

 ATLAS&CMS can be competitive on favourable final states
 Di-muon is the quintessence of low-pT clean signature @LHC
 More statistics will allow to improve these results
 New triggers (e.g., tracking @L1) will allow to deal with 200 PU
 Detector limitation: experiments designed to do something else,
 namely cover 10-1000 GeV range

 going below 10 GeV (e.g., with electrons and muons) requires effort
 Limited trigger bandwidth (general purpose vs. dedicated experiments)
 Needed customisation (reconstruction, trigger, etc.) vs working force
 (<50 people)
 Muons are the essential handle for flavour physics in ATLAS & CMS
 Electron reconstruction at ATLAS & CMS is about matching a track
 to >= 1 calorimeter deposit

At low pT, the track might not even make it to the calorimeter and, in 
any case, deposits are very low energetic: difficult to disentangle them 
from noise, pileup, etc

 Taus are getting interesting and should be investigated/studied 
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 Theory prediction limited by |Vcb|
 Experimental uncertainty on Bs 
   dominated by fs/fd

 Mass resolution improvements
   will help reduce the Bs-Bd

   mass correlation
 Additional information from
 measurements of the
 effective lifetime and
 time-dependent CP asymmetry

 Sensitive to NP from scalar
 and pseudo-scalar sectors
 Complementary to BR

 Inclusion of Bs➛μμγ studies
 Sensitive to extra effective operators (O7, O9, O10)
 No helicity suppressed (one order of magnitude gained) 

Prospects on B(s) → m+m- at HL-LHC
 arXiv:1812.07638 
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Prospects on B → K*m+m- at HL-LHC
 arXiv:1812.07638 

 Large data set allows for precise determination of the angular 
observables in narrow bins of q2 or using a q2-unbinned approach

 ~440k signal events in LHCb / ~700k events in CMS
 Most systematic uncertainties expected to reduce significantly with 

luminosity due to larger control samples → not systematically limited

 Combining many observables help
 discriminate NP scenarios.
 Potential sensitivity to the SM and to NP
 scenarios motivated by LHCb anomalies,
 Scenarios are C9 = −1.4 (vector current)
 and C9 = −C10 = −0.7 (pure left-handed
 current).
 Included are the branching fraction of
 Bs →μ+μ− and the angular observables
 of B0 → K0*μ+μ− in the low-q2 region
 (e.g., P5

0). 
 ATLAS and CMS combined after the
 HL-LHC phase. Expectations for ATLAS
 and CMS in Phase I from the CMS
 projection scaled by 1/√2
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

 Conclusions 
Flavour physics represents one of the precision frontiers for testing the 
Standard Model.

The Unitarity Triangle analysis (UTA) via global fits can provide the 
best determination of CKM parameters, and test the consistency of the 
SM and can also determine the available space for new physics 
contributions to DF=2 amplitudes. It currently leaves space for new 
physics at the level of 25-30%.

The scale analysis points to high scales for the generic scenario and at 
the limit of LHC reach for weak coupling

Indirect searches are complementary to direct searches.

Indirect searches are effective for those observables that can be 
precisely estimated within the Standard Model.

Rare leptonic decays: no significant deviation from SM
Semi-rare FCNC decays: some anomalies are seen → could be a 
SM effect from hadronic contributions
Lepton flavour universality: some anomalies are seen both in b to s 
and in b to c transitions → cleaner observables → need more 
measurements
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

 Prospects
LHCb is the LHC experiment focused on beauty and charm physics

Enormous amount of results dominating current flavour results
Not ideal for neutral final states
Excellent K/p separation / particle identification / mass resolution 

ATLAS and CMS can be competitive in some cases:
Potentially higher statistic samples
Trigger cutting into the efficiencies → topological solutions or 
delayed streams
Competitive time measurements and mass resolution (CMS)

Belle II is a B-factory style experiment at a electron-positron collider
Complementary to LHC
Can measure all neutral final states and absolute branching ratios
Limited/no statistics in Bs system

Exciting times ahead
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

Back up slides
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Prospects for Flavour Physics
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Prospects for Flavour Physics

 sin2β in golden b → ccs modes 

Vcb

V*cs

leading-order tree decays to ccs final states

here the CKM elements contributing are VcbV*cs that in our 
Wolfenstein CKM parameterisation have no phase.
The CP conjugated case is also leading to (about) the same 
final state:

V*cb

Vcs

+d

+d

c

c

s

b

K0 → KS,L

K0 → KS,L

B0 → J/ψKS,L

B0 → J/ψKS,L
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leading-order tree decays to ccs final states

V*cb

Vcs

c

c

s

b

K0 → KS,L

B0 → J/ψKS,L

because both B and B can decay in this common final state,
this can interfere with the oscillation diagram:

V*tb V*td

Vtd Vtb

A     VcbV*cs   VcsV*cd  

A     V*cbVcs     V*csVcd
=

tree diagram

K mixing

 sin2β in golden b → ccs modes 

+d
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B0 → J/ψKS,L

q   A           VtdV*tb   VcbV*cd  

p   A           V*tdVtb     V*cbVcd

= η
CP

λ
CP

 = η
CP

e-i2β

| λ
CP

 | = 1

no possibility to generate this 
way direct or indirect CPV 

CfCP
 = 0

Im λ
CP

 = – η
CP

sin2β

SfCP
 = – η

CP
sin2β

J/ψ (cc) → JPC = 1– –

KS ~ K1 → η
CP

 = +1

L=1 → P = (-1)L
η

CP
(J/ψKL) = +1

η
CP

(J/ψKS) = –1
CPV in interference 
between mixing 
and decay

 sin2β in golden b → ccs modes 
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  (f2) from pp, rr, pr decays with Isospin analysis

Interference between box mixing 
and tree diagrams results in an 
asymmetry that is sensitive to  in 
B ® hh decays: h = p, r
Unlike for , loop (penguin 
diagrams) corrections are not 
negligible for 
Need Isospin analysis including all 
modes (B of all charges and 
flavours) to obtain the  estimate
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 g (f3) from B decays in DK 

B to D(*)K(*) decays: from BRs and 
BR ratios, no time-dependent 
analysis, just rates.
the phase g is measured exploiting 
interferences between b → c and b 
→ u transitions: two amplitudes 
leading to the same final states
some rates can be really small:
 ~ 10-7

need to combine all the possible 
modes and analysis methods.

Vcb (~l2)

Vub=|Vub|e -i (~l3) 
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 Vcb and Vub from semileptonic B decays 

From tree level processes: 
semileptonic B decays
B → Xu,c ln
Use theory to relate partial 
branching fractions to Vxb 
for a given region of phase 
space.
Can study modes 
exclusively or inclusively: 
different experimental and 
theoretical issues.

|Vcb/Vub|
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Observa-
bles

Measure-
ments

Prediction Pull 
(#s)

sin2 0.689 ± 0.018 0.738 ± 0.033 ~ 1.2

g 70.0 ± 4.2 65.8 ± 2.2 ~ 1

 93.3 ± 5.6 90.1 ± 2.2 < 1

|Vub| · 103 3.72 ± 0.23 3.66 ± 0.11 < 1

|Vub| · 103 
(incl)

4.50 ± 0.20 -  ~ 3.8

|Vub| · 103 
(excl)

3.65 ± 0.14 - < 1 

|Vcb| · 103 40.5 ± 1.1 42.4 ± 0.7 ~ 1.4 

BR(B ® tn)
[10-4]

1.09 ± 0.24 0.81 ± 0.05 ~ 1.2

ASL
d · 103 -2.1 ± 1.7 -0.292 ± 0.026 ~ 1 

ASL
s · 103 -0.6 ± 2.8 0.013 ± 0.001 < 1

Compatibility of the constraints

obtained excluding
the given constraint
from the fit
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only exclusive values only inclusive values

 exclusives vs inclusives 
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Cleo, BaBar, Belle, 
D0 and LHCb

semileptonic asymmetries in B0 and Bs: sensitive to NP effects in both size
and phase. Taken from the latest HFLAV.

same-side dilepton charge asymmetry:
admixture of Bs and Bd so sensitive to
NP effects in both.

-7.9 ±  2.0

D0 arXiv:1106.6308

lifetime tFS in flavour-specific final states:
average lifetime is a function to the
width and the width difference

angular analysis as a function
of proper time and b-tagging

fs=2s vs Ds from Bs®J/yf
tFS(Bs) = 1.527 ± 0.011 ps  HFLAV

 new-physics-specific constraints 
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M. Bona et al. (UTfit)
 JHEP 0803:049,2008

arXiv:0707.0636 

M. Bona et al. (UTfit)
 JHEP 0803:049,2008

arXiv:0707.0636 At the high scale
new physics enters according to its specific features

At the low scale
use OPE to write the most
general effective Hamiltonian.
the operators have different
chiralities than the SM
NP effects are in the Wilson
Coefficients C

 Testing the new-physics scale  

Fi:  function of the NP flavour couplings
Li:  loop factor (in NP models with no tree-level FCNC)
L:  NP scale (typical mass of new particles mediating DF=2 processes)
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The dependence of C on L changes
depending on the flavour structure.
We can consider different flavour scenarios: 
◉ Generic:  C(L) = /L2               Fi~1, arbitrary phase
◉ NMFV:    C(L) =  × |FSM|/L2    Fi~|FSM|, arbitrary phase 
◉ MFV:       C(L) =  × |FSM|/L2    F1~|FSM|, Fi≠1~0, SM phase

  (Li) is the coupling among NP and SM
◎  ~ 1 for strongly coupled NP
◎  ~ W (S) in case of loop
      coupling through weak
      (strong) interactions 

 F is the flavour coupling and so 
 FSM is the combination of CKM factors for the considered process

If no NP effect is seen
lower bound on NP scale L

 Testing the TeV scale 
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 L > 90 TeV

L > 2.7 TeV

NMFV:    C(L) =  × |FSM|/L2,
     Fi~|FSM|, arbitrary phase

 ~ W in case of loop coupling
through weak interactions

 Results from the Wilson coefficients

for lower bound for loop-mediated contributions, simply multiply by s (  ∼ 0.1) or by W (  ∼ 0.03).

Generic:  C(L) = /L2,
    Fi~1, arbitrary phase

L > 1.2 104 TeV

 ~ W in case of loop coupling
through weak interactions

 L > 4.1 105 TeV Lower bounds on NP scale
(at 95% prob.)

 ~ 1 for 
strongly
coupled 
NP
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 NP parameter results 

dark: 68%
light:light: 95%
SM: red cross

CBs vs fBs 

 CBd vs fBd 

Aq=CBq
e

2if BqAq
SMe2if q

SM

CBd = 1.05 ± 0.11
fBd = (-2.0 ± 1.8)°

CBs = 1.11 ± 0.09
fBs = (0.4 ± 0.9)°

 K system 

CεK = 1.11 ± 0.12
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CP violation in the SM and NP:

 B(s) systems are giving us a rather precise 
picture

 However there is some space for NP
 Could appear as new contributions in ΔF=2 

loop processes

The ratio of NP/SM amplitudes need to be:
 < 18% @68% prob.
    (30% @95%)
     in Bd mixing
 < 20% @68% prob.
    (30% @95%)
     in Bs mixing dark: 68%

light:light: 95%
SM: red cross

BsBd

[0707.0636 hep-ph]
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 some old plots coming back to fashion: 
As NA62 and KOTO are analysing data:
 

2007 global fit area

E949 central value

including
BR(K0 → p0nn)
SM central value

BR(K+ → p+nn)
projection
100 events

7 events

SM central value
projection
100 events
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Look at the near future 
future I scenario:
errors from
Belle II at 5/ab 
+ LHCb at 10/fb

 r = ± 0.016
 h = ± 0.019 

 r = ± 0.015
 h = ± 0.015 

 r = 0.150 ± 0.027
 h = 0.363 ± 0.025 

 r = 0.154 ± 0.015
 h = 0.344 ± 0.013 

current sensitivity

preliminary
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